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mong those who were companions of Francis in the first ten years of
his experience with God, and who took part in the beginning of the

of the fraternity into the Order, Elias occupies a

sing-ular position. He is called Elias "of Cortona" in recent historical studies

or Elias "of Assisi," as he is uzually referred to today.'

No one can speak of him-even today-without becoming
entangled in an almost infinite series of questions. His portrait, which is in
reality a series of portraits, all more or less different, is the faithful mirror of
the history and of the contradictions of the Franciscan movement. Every
source, Franciscan or not, whether of imperial or curial origin, Italian or
foreign, ends up face to face with Elias, revealing fully to the reader his/her
own more profound motivations. In this sense the companion of Francis, the
second general of the Friars Minor after the founder, is truly a touchstone, a
tragic figure par excellence.

I wrote an article about Elias many years ago, although it was only
published in 1978.' In that same year in Wissenschaft and Weisheit Dieter

'A rich bibliography up to 1976 and on the whole a well-balanced judgment

on Elias are found in G. Odoardi, "Elia, di Assisi,' in Dizionario degli Istituti di

Perfezione III (1976) 1094-1110.
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2 G. Barone

Berg' published an essay which on many points arrived at conclusions
analogous to mine. Subsequent to this, the articles specifically dedicated to
such a much-discussed personage are quite few-and among these I mention
an essay by Odoardi in 1982a-but the generalate of Elias is the necessary
basic link for all those who in this decade are consulted on the problem of
the transformation in the Franciscan Order. In the beginning it was known
above all as a lay brotherhood, but it developed into a more traditional
religious order, much closer to the contemporary Dominican movement,
with a clerical orientation which was little by little accentuated.

Recently, Berg, confronting anew the problem of Elias in the more
general context of the relationship berween the mendicants and the
Hohenstaufens, came to conclusions that are notably different from those of
1978,'especially by attributing a different meaning to the deposition of
Elias.

In this article of mine I intend to present in its principal lines what
modern history has to contribute about Elias. In a second part I propose to
analyze more in detail three questions in a way crucial not only for the
understanding of a person, but also for the whole history of Franciscanism:
l) the attachment of Elias to Frederick after his deposition; 2) the changed
role played by Elias in favoring or restraining the process of clericalizatton
in the Order; 3) the blessing of Elias by the dying Francis.

Part I. Modern History Regarding Elias

Elias was born, probably in fusisi, around 1180; he is therefore a
contemporary of Francis, but probably of a much lower social level.

'G. Barone, "Frate Elia", in Bulletino dell'Istituto Storico haliano per Il Medio
Eao e Archiaio Muratoriano It Q974-197t) 89-144.

'D. Berg, "Elias von Cortona. Studien zu Leben und Werk des zweiten
Generalministers im Franziskanerorden," in Wissenschaft und Weisheit 41 Q978) 102-
126.

*G. Odoardi, "S. Francesco e la sua Basilica. Frate Elia e Gregorio IX nella
traslazione del 1230," inMisc. Fra.ncisc. 82 Q9S2) 116-137.

tD. Berg, "staufische Herrschaftsideologie und Mendikantenspiritualtat.
Studien zum Verhdltnis Kaiser Friedrichs II. zu den Bettelorden," in Wissenschaft und
Weisheit tl (1988) 26-51,brt above all pp.32-35.
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F{owever, he completed his studies; he was called a scriptor or notary in
Bologna; he was certainly endowed with a certain amount of learning if he
was capable of teaching children to read the psalter.o Whenever he is defined
as a "layman," the term is understood in the more current sense and not as

equivalent to "illiterate." Of his first years in the Order there is nothing
known precisely, but it is certain that in l2l7 he was provincial in the Holy
Land.'

It is clear-and there is no need to insist on this-that, given the
centrality of the figure of Christ in the spirituality of Francis, and having
seen the prominence of the theme of the Crusades and pilgrimage in this
phase of the experience of the saint of fusisi,'the designation of Elias to this
position is rich in significance and can only be interpreted as a sign of
confidence in and esteem for the practical, intellectual and spiritual ability of
Elias. After the unhappy experience in the East, where the saint of fusisi
demonstrated the profound newness of his relationship with "the other" and
with foriegners, in presenting himself and succeeding in preaching to the
Saracens, but where Francis also contracted some of the illnesses which
from then on harassed him, Elias returns home with him.

In these crucial years after his return, the years in which the First
Rule (1221) and the Second (1223) were composed (only the latter would be

approved by the Pope), Francis renounces the leadership of his movement,
the dimensions and the transformations of which appear to him evidently as

beyond his power to control. After a short period in which the movement is

under the guidance of Peter Catani, from 1221 with the death of Peter, it is
Elias who assumes responsibility for the Order. To the extent that the later
sources define him as vicar (and this definition is the most logical in the
situation, according to Schmitt'), in the letters that are preserved Francis

himself addresses him as minister general to emphasize the fullness of power

oBarone, "Frate E,lia'," 9 2

'Ibid.

'On this sutrject see above all F. Cardini, "'Nella presenza del Soldan

superba'. Bernardo, Francesco, Bonaventure e il superamento spirituale delf idea di

crociata" in Studi francesc. 7 1 (197 4) 1 9 9 -2 5 0.

'C. Schmitt, "I vicari dell'ordine francescano da Pietro Cattani a Frate

Elia," in Francesco d',4ssii e Francescanesimo dal 1216 al 1226 (Asisi 15-17 ottobre

1 97 6), Assisi 197 7, 253 -260.
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with which Elias was invested.'" The favor of Francis never decreases and
Elias was still in office when on the 4'h of Octob er 1226 Francis died, after
long years of sickness, years in which, according to Thomas of Celano, Elias
would be by the will of Francis a "father" for the friars and a "mother,, for
the saint."

What is certain is that Elias seemed to have succeeded in guiding
the Order with a firm hand, without ever entering in any way into a collision
course with the "charismatic guidance" that Francis continued to exercise
from his sickbed. These are the years in which the Order receives official
recognition from the Church, finally has a Rule, is organized into provinces,
begins to attract recruits from all over Europe, and among the new arrivals,
many there are who bring to the Order rich cultural endowments.

fu it is righdy noted by Landini," in these years the Franciscan
movement already appears as an Order of cleric and lay friars; but the
specific character of this phase-and in line with the explicit will of the
founder-is the absolute equality of all the friars. The Regala bullata
provides that there be equal opportunities for both categories: clerics and lay
have the same administrative responsibilities. If their functions will be in
part diverse-and great is the reverence due to priests-they will be of equal
dignity. Also, it is in these years that the problem of theological studies is
explicitly posed for the first time. These stuides were nor essential at the
beginning to the life of the fraternity. They became more urgent with the
arrival of clerics and, therefore, of educated men within the Order. At the
same time there were requests on the part of the Church for preachers
trained according to the Dominican model."

I do not believe that you can understand the letter of Francis to
Anthony of Padua as the act that founded the first Franciscan school of

'uBarone, "Frate Elia," 89, n. 1.

"Thomas of Celano, Vita I Sancti Francisci, it Analecta Franciscana X,
Quaracchi 1926-1941, p. II, cap. IV,75-76.

"L. Landini, "St. Francis of Assisi and the Clericalization of the Friars
Minor," in Laurentianun,26 (1985) 161-173.

"G. Barone, "La legislazione sugli "studia" dei Predicatori e dei Minori," in
Le scuole d.egli Ordini Mmdicanti (fodi, I I-14 onobre 1976), Todi 1978, 207-209 e 220-
222 and D. Berg, Armat and Wisxnschafi. Beitrrige zur Geschichte des Sndienweseru der
Bettelord.en im 1 13. Jahrhandert, Di.isseldod 1977, 43-t7.
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theology. In that brieftext Francis recognizes that the study oftheology can

be considered a legitimate activity, and even proper for a Franciscan,

provided that it does not lead to the detriment of humility and of the ability
to pray.'n

Elias seems to have been aware of and a participant in all these

transformations, just as he is in the first stage of the "urbanization" of the
Franciscans, who begin to abandon their convents outside the city or in the
suburbs to establish themselves within the cities."

At the death of Francis, Elias does not get confirmed in the office of
minister general; the Chapter of 1227 elected John Parenti. There has been

much discussion of the reasons for this exclusion. Some of the late sources

impute to Elias a persecutory behavior toward some of the older
companions-the more rigoristic companions-already in this period. This
might have led to his exclusion from the highest responsibility in the Order.

More likely, however, it was a matter of the ministers united in
chapter wanting to afErm their own autonomous choice. Perhaps it was also

a desire to affirm that the Franciscan experience, while Francis was alive,

had an absolutely extraordinary character, and that now it was a question of
the Order finding its own proper path and its own proper equilibrium. In
this view Elias would have been too much a part of an Order that was now

considered to be finishedl For the rest, the task was assigned to him and

which, according to some, of itself justified a voluntary renunciation of the

ofiEce of minister general, namely, the construction of the grand basilica

which would receive the mortal remains of the saint' and which could

certainly not be considered either a sinecure or a simple expedient to keep

him away from power.tu

Already in May 1230, the constmction of the lower basilica, begun

in 1228, was so advanced as to allow the transfer of the body of Francis from
San Giorgio; still lacking were the lateral chapels and naturally the grand

high altar. The upper church would be built with similar speed, since it was

finished in 1236, while the bells on the bell-tower bear the date of 1239.

'oBarone, "La legislazione," 208-209, n. 1

ttBarone, 
"Frate Elia," 102-l05.

tolbid.,98, n.3.
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The incidents that accompany the transfer in 1230 remain an
obscure episode in which the responsibilities of Elias have not and cannot
ever be clarified. It is known that in the course of the grandiose ceremony
that had attracted multitudes of the faithful even from long distances, and
friars from all the provinces of the Order, these incidents really happened.
The papal bull that stigmatized the behavior of the mayor, of his officials
and in general the fusisians is very vague when it comes to reconstructing
the details." But the aspect that strikes the reader is the punitive measures
that were adopted even toward t}re friars (the prohibition of celebrating
general chapters in the friary, the interdiction of their church and friary, the
loss of every privilege) cannot be reconciled with something that the civil
authority alone was responsible for. Perhaps what happened may be
summarized in these terms: the authorities, preoccupied-as would seem
right and normal-with possible damage to the remains, or even with the
eventuality of a theft of the remains of the saint, had the municipal militia
accompany them. Moreover, when they arrived at the doors of the basilica,
the final phase of the transferal was not carried out publicly (and this
particular point is probably the basis of the later tradition of an Elias who
had hidden the body of Francis)." Perhaps the behavior of the militia was
particularly rough-there could have been injured people among the
faithful, perhaps victims-and this could account for the interdict which was
imposed on the profaned places. Probably, a part of the community had
given its own assent to such a "police measure," and, perhaps, among them
Elias. It is certain, however, that many of the faithful and the friars living in
fusisi and the minister general himself felt themselves in a certain sense

defrauded by not being able to participate totally in the ceremony, and the
responsibility-much later-was made to fall on Elias. But, we stress once
again that in the papal documentation his name is never mentioned, nor
does his activity seem to have suffered any interruption. Besides, two years
later he was lawfully elected general, an office which he would hold until
1239.

fu I have already had the oppornrnity to bring to light, the opinions
ofhis generalate are clearly opposed to one another; those contemporary to

"The bull Speraaimas bactenus of l6June 1230, cf. BFI,66.

"Thomas of Eccleston, De ndaentu fratrum minoram in Angliam, ed. A.
Little, Paris 1909, 80.
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it, above all from outside the Order, are all positive; those which follow his
term of office, above all of the minorite mold, are clearly contrary.

It is certain that in those years the Order continued to grow and to
assume ever greater prominence. The Franciscans were always more and
more present in the cultural and political life of the times. In 1236, the
conversion of Alexander of Hales took place. He was already a regent master
at Paris, and from then on his university chair would be a prerogative of the
Friars Minor. At this same time the studium at Oxford was flourishing, and
one of the most celebrated masters of the time and also one of the most
committed bishops of the reformed English church, Robert Grosseteste,
taught there and employed the friars in the adminisration of his diocese.

For the assistance of the Franciscans the bishop showed himself to be
sincerely grateful to their general."

Clare of fusisi seems to have had no doubts about Elias, whom she
knew from the beginning. She recommended that Agnes of Bohemia look to
the advice and guidance of the general in her difficult search for a way to
fully develop her own Franciscan vocation.'" That this was simply a

manifestation of obedience to authority appears difEcult to accept. The
humble and obedient Clare knew how to be as hard as steel in matters that
she considered essential to the Franciscan message. She was disposed also to
resist the Popes if they tried to impose upon her a more moderate form of
poverty, as even her bull ofcanonization testifies."

Emperor Frederick II himself in 1236 felt the political necessity of
writing to Elias as the minister general to recommend himself to his prayers
on the occasion of the transferal of the body of Elizabeth of Thuringia to
the new church at Marburg. This would have been for the Emperor a kind

''Barone, Frate Elia, ll2-113.

"The letters of Clare to Agnes of Bohemia were published by W. Seton in
Arehioum Franciscanum Historicum 17 Q924) t09-t19. lSee Clare of Asisi. Early

Docarnmts, Ed. and Trans. RegisJ. Armstrong. Franciscan Institute, St. Bonaventure,

NY. (1991), 33-52. Trans.l.

"The bull was published in F. Pennacchi, Legmdae sanctae Clarae airginis,

Assisi 1910, 110-118; for the resistance of Pope Gregoary IX, ibid. 114; for the

position of Clare see M. Bartoli, Cbiara d'Assii, Roma 1989, l7l-175- lSee Clare of
,*sii. Early Docam,ents, RegisJ. Armstrong, Ed. and Trans. Franciscan Institute, St.

Bonaventure, NY (1993), 238-245. Trans.l.
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of manifestation of his own orthodoxy and of the exaltation of a form of
sanctity which he saw as exquisitely noble and of which he felt in some way a

participant."

For the rest, in those years Elias was active also in the political
realm. In 1233 in collaboration with the great peace movement, "the
Alleluia", the general intervened in favor of the agreement between the two
communes of Spoleto and Cerreto." Some years later in 1238, as Salimbene
testifies, he was invited by Gregory IX to deal with Frederick in a moment
of grave tension in the relationship between the Church and the Emperor,
immediately after Cortenuova.'o

But, the internal testimonies of the Order begin to signal-already
in those years- an increasing discontent. One of the more recurring
accusations is that of having wielded power in an autocratic way (it is a

theme present with diverse shades inJordan of Giano, Thomas of Eccleston
and Salimbene)."

That Elias thought himself invested with an absolute authority over
the Order seems indisputable. The provincials were nominated by him
personally, and he was not always disposed to listen to the requests of the
friars of the province. Apparendy, he felt it was also his duty to select the
lectors oftheology to send to the different sears oflearning (but his policy of
promoting theological studies is the only merit that was recognized in him
by Salimbene.)'u

Elias could, however, with good reason afErm that had he acted
according to the Rule which did not provide anything the selection of
provincials; the only elective ofEce explicitly mentioned is that of the

"Barone, Frate Elia, 114-115 and above all H. Beumann, "Friedrick II und
die heilige Elisabeth. Zum Besuch des Kaisers in Marburg am l. Mai 1236," in Sankt
Elisabetb. Piirstin, Dienerin, Heilige, Sigmaringen 1981, l5l-166.

"The conclusive act of peace was edited by E. Lempp, Frire Elie de Cortone,

Paris 1901, l7l-172; an updated bibliography on the Alleluia may be found in
Lexikon des Mittelahers, I4 1879-1880.

'osalimbene de Adam, Cronica, edited by G. Scalia, Bai 1966, 136.

"Barone, Frate Elia, 116-126 and Berg, Elias aon Cortona, 11i-117, for a

comprehensive judgment on his generalate, ibid. ll9.

'osalimbene de Adam, Cronica, 147.
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minister general." So, in those years Elias paid for a structural defect of the
Order which has a Rule but not Constitutions like the Dominicans, or
Customs like the Benedictines. Elias was not bound by the Rule even to call
a general chapter every three years, even if that fact constituted one of the
more grave accusations against him.

In the meantime, however, the provinces were being strengthened
in numerical terms and in self-consciousness and it must have been more
and more unacceptable, for example, to have superiors chosen from outside
the province and in great part Italian. That is how much at least one can

deduce from what happened after 1239-when the election of provincials
came to be entrusted to the chapters-when superiors began to be more and
more the expression of the local realities."

Moreover, we must not forget how sensitive they were to the
problem of being compared to their brother Order, the Dominicans. From
the beginning, the latter was quite different and yet in some way a

competitor. With its perfect organization, it exerted a strong influence on
the more educated and more clericalized of the Friars.

Moreover, in these same years Elias kept requiring from the
provinces large sums of money for the construction of the church in fusisi,
and tried to monitor this through visitators whose cruel and oppressive

conduct drew irremediable hatred toward Elias."

The resdessness continued to increase in the course of 1228, so

much so that it was recognized by important people outside the Order, such
as the aforementioned Robert Grossteste who, writing from Rome,

expressed his apprehension for an uncomfortable situation which could not
but harm the pastoral activity of the Order. But, note well that the Bishop of
Lincoln did not take a position sharply contrary to Elias but limited himself
to asking for an explanation."'

" G. Baron., Note sull'organizzazione delle prooince e la aita delle proaince nei

primi dlcenni di storia francisca.na, in Studi sal Meiliono n'istiano offtrti o Raffaelln

Morghen, I, Roma 197 4, 60-62.

"Ibid.,66-68.

"Barone, Frate Elia, I l 8-1 20 and 1 25.

"'Ibid., llB-119.
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Increasing pressures induced the Pope to convoke a general chapter
in Rome, which in May 1239 took steps to depose Elias. He was accused on
that occasion above all of camalitas, that is, of a lifestyle incompatible with
Franciscan poverty."

Albert of Pisa, formerly provincial of England, succeeded Elias, and
this is in itself indicative of the role played by the ultramontane provinces in
the events. This is the first priest to occupy the office of minister general, as

it came to be recorded with satisfaction by Thomas of Eccleston: the friars
united in chapter at Rome were able to assist at the first Mass celebrated by
their own minister general." A brief hint, but symptomatic of the growing
impatience of the clerics in seeing themselves subordinate to the authority of
a layman, a sign of that impossibility of being truly brothers that Francis had
so feared.

According to the Cbronicle of the WIV Generab, the constitutions
approved at the Chapter of 1240, or more probably already in 1239, not a

trace of which are preserved, but which substantially flowed into
Bonaventure's Constitations of Narbonne of 1260, determine that the minister
generals and provincials from that time on would have to be elected from
among the clerics only. And the split in the Order would become sharper
when the Constitutions of Narbonne forbade that lay friars be promoted to the
clerical state without the permission of the minister general."

It is difEcult to say what the attitude of Elias was in these difficult
circumstances. Some would have attributed his poor respect for the Rule,
and above all his requests for money, to the fact that he never made
profession of the Regula bullau. To avoid further misunderstandings, all the
friars gathered in Chapter and then later all the friars of the Order were held
to make public profession of fidelity to the Rule.'* This doubt, if formulated
correctly,-and it sei:ms authentic, given its unexpectedness-confirms the

"Ibld. llg-120 and 121; the accusation is revived by Salimbene, who
reproves Elias for living "splendidly and delicately and pompously". Cf. Salimbene

de Adam, Cronica, 231,

"Thomas of Eccleston, De adomtu, 85,

"On this point see A. Boni, Accessibiliti indffirenziata (Chierici e Non-

chieric) agli ufici di gooemo nella Regola Franciscana, in Appolinaris 55 (1982) ,90-623,
but above all pp. 606-608.

'*Ihomas of Eccleston, De adaentu,85,
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type of Franciscan Elias was from the beginning, in comparison to the many
who opposed him. He belonged to the generation of "companions,"
(although he was not among the very first companions-those of 1209), of
those who had come before any Rule, of those of whom the Rule was a
daughter, and who were not children of the Rule.

However it may be, further punitive measures were not pressed

against Elias; and he remained in fusisi in his function as guardian of the

church." Some time after the deposition, and we point out the fact in
passing with the expectation of taking it up again more analytically in the
following section, none of the sources that refer to the events that lead to
the deposition point in any way to problems of a political nature, such as an

excess of sympathy for Frederick.

But a few months later, Elias is found at the imperial court where,

according to the testimony of Frederick himself, he had found refuge after
there were attempts on his liberty and on his very life." This was after, as

other sources report, his letter of explanation, directed to Gregory IX, was

"detained" by the new minister general."

Thus began those terrible years, for Elias and for the Order, in
which the ex-general appeared in public alongside the excommunicated

emperor who did not accept the excommunication and expected to
participate nevertheless in divine services." Elias is then excommunicated in
turn by Gregory D( and the matter appeared so scandalous and was so well-
known that, as Salimbene records forty years later, still with bitterness, the

"On Mry 27, 1239 Elias is still called, in a document still preserved today

in the archives of the Basilica, "custode e signore" of the Church of St. Francis, for
which cf. Inuentario e regesti dell' Archiaio del Sato Conaento d'Asii, edited by S'

Nessi, Padova l99l (Fonti e Studi Francescani, Iil) 57, n. 16.

'oHistoria diplmnatica Friderici Id edited byJ.-L.-A. Huillard Breholles, V/1,
Paris 1857, 3+6-347, aboutwhich see Barone, Frate Elia, 118-119.

"This is the tradition followed by Clareno, cf. Angelo Clareno, Chronicon

seu Historia septem tribalaionum Ordinis Minorum, edited by A. Ghinato, Rome 1959,

79.

"It is Gregory IX himself who denounces such scandalous conduct by Elias;

cf . Historica diplomatica Friderici II, V/2,Paris 1859,777.
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children in the street scoffing and mocking the Franciscans for their general
"who took the evil road."t'

fu I have illustrated in another place,'" the anti-Frederick zeal
displayed in the Order in these years can be read also as a way of putting the
most distance possible between the Order and the ex-superior. For the rest,
Frederick did not keep Elias close by for long, perhaps aware of the
uselessness of his attempt to create divisions in the Order. Elias was then
invited to the Orient to negotiate a tteaty of alliance with the emperor of
Nicea, John Valtatzes--an undertaking surely prestigious and testimony of
the great qualities which everyone recognizes in him.*'

Then, upon his return, Elias retired to Cortona where he dedicated
the last years of his life to the construction of a second church in honor of
Saint Francis, a church much more modest than the grandiose basilica of
fusisi, but of beautiful proportions. Elias would be buried in this church.*,

Later there were several attempts on both the part of Elias and on
the part of the Order to arrive at a reconciliation, and John of parma
unsuccessfully undertook this difficult task. Elias was too afraid of the
retaliation of his former companions and suspected a trap. But he will be
reconciled with his Order and with the Church in 7253, when he felt he was
close to death. This is shown unequivocally in the aerbale of the process of
absolution. However, this was not believed by some of the Franciscan
chroniclers who have him die excommunicated or who expressed doubts
about his reconciliation with the Church."

"salimbene de Adam, Cronica, 2j4.
n'G. Barone, "Forme e temi della propaganda anti imperiale nell, Italia

federiciana: I'azione degli Ordini Mendicanri," in Frederick tbe Second and the balian
Cities @rice 22-28 sept. 1991, soon to be published.

"Historia diplomatica Friderici II, VI/I, Paris 1860, 147-8, about which see
Barone, Frate Elia, 132.

*'Barone, 
Frate Elia, 132.

"The oerbale of the absolution of Elias was published by Lempp, Frire Elie,
179-1 87, about which see Barone, Frate Elia, 1 32-1 33. Doubts about the absolution
of Elias were expressed by Salimbene, Cronica, 2jB, whereas according to Clareno
the ex-general certainly died without being pardoned by the Church, c[. Chronicon
seu Historia, T9-80.
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This is in its essential lines the biography of Elias, which can be
reconstnrcted from the many voices that speak to us about him even today.
Perhaps I will be criticized for not having utilized the testimony of the
Companions and of Angelus Clareno. But even today in my opinion they are
not credible; they are marked by the taking of an ideological position that
nullifies their credibility. How we give credence to a voice recorded even by
Bonaventure, even in doubtful form, of an Elias who lost the Rule, which
was not yet approved, because it was considered too hard to observe.* Elias
entered the fraternity fur its first years and occupied positions of prestige
already by 1217. How could he be frightened by the prescriptions of the
Regula ballata, recognized by all as a partial concession to the demands of the
Church? And how can we attribute to Elias the prohibition of eating meat
on days of no fast, a provision that was proposed during the absence of both
Francis and Elias from Italy, and that witnesses on the contrary to the
difEculties of those who had a vision of the regular life still strongly
anchored in the monastic model and in its ideological refusal of meals of
meat.*t

FIow can we see in Elias-as Clareno does-the beginning of all the
evils, including even the clericalization of the Order, when he was accused of
just the contrary by his contemporaries?*

Part II. Three Problems

But let me pass now to my three problems, starting from the more
political one, his attachment to Frederick. That the deposition of Elias was

seen in relation to the excommunication of Frederick and was attributed to
his sympathy for the emperor is testified to only in a single letter from the
emperor. In this letter the Pope was accused of having removed from the

*On this episode see Bonaventura da Bagnoregio, Legenda Maior sancti

Francisci, it Analecta Franciscana, X. Quaracchi 1926-19+1, 576 and Angelo Clareno,

Cbronicon seu Historia, i9 (that speaks of voluntary theft); for the interpretation of the

episode cf. Barone, Frate Elia, 1i4 md 139.

+sCf. Actw beati Frnncisci et sociarum eius, ed. P. Sabatier, Paris 1902, 13-15,

about which see Barone, Frate Elia, I j 6, n. 5 .

*Angelo Clareno, Cbronicon seu Historia,5l; on the clericalization see above

3 and 4 and below.
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highest position he whom Francis himself had chosen as his successor, just
because he was not disposed to take sides against the Emporer.o, To this is
added the testimony-a late witness and strongly influenced by his
autobiographical streak-of Salimbene.*' But, let us remember, the
chronicler was received into the Order by Elias during his mission to
Frederick's court, and Salimbene is visibly pleased even at the distance of
years, of being an object of interest for Elias and the emperor. He defines
the general as a "special friend" of the Pope and of Frederick.*u Regarding
this friendship not a trace remains, apart from the already cited letter of
1236, which contains nothing of a personal nature, and in which Frederick
II addressed himself very clearly to Elias as to an earthly power and not as to
a friend. Regarding his deposition, it seems to me highly improbable that
the sources which are much later and which are all skewed against Elias and
which do not demonstrate any particular affection for Frederick would have
remained totally silent on this particular fault. Once the betrayal of the cause
of the Church was accomplished, why not point out, to the credit of those
who opposed him, that they had also recognized his friendship with the
precursor of the Anti-Christ Frederick?

Besides, one understands the interest which the emperor could have
had in identi$ring the reasons for the deposition of Elias with his
participation in the imperial cause; if one part of the brothers had followed
the ex-general in his rebellion, they would necessarily have ended up in the
camp of Frederick. However, it seems to me difficult to construct certitude
on only a single testimony, and that partisan. It is perhaps more reasonable
and scientific, to admit that this attachment of Elias to the emperor is part of
the events which the historian can never clarify and justify; at least, not by

"'Historia diplamatica Friderici II,Y/1,346-347, about which see also Berg,
Staufisch e Hensch aftideologie, 3 4.

o*On the strongly autobiographical character of Salimbene's works see the
recent articles of G. Severino, Storiografia gmealogin, autobiographia. Il caso di
Salimbene de Ad.arn, in Cubura e societi nell'halia medieaal. Studi per Paolo Brezzi,
Roma, 1988, 77 5-793 and O. Guyotjeannin, Lignage et rndmoire gindalogique en Ernilie
au XIt siicle: l'exemple de Salimlene de Adam, in Med.ia in Francia, recueil de mdlanges

offert n K.F. Werner,Maul6vrier/Aniou 1989, 225-241.

*'salimbene 
de Adam, Cronica,54 and 58 for what regards rhe entrance of

Salimbene into the Order; on the friendship between Elias and Frederick see ibid.,
136 and l4l.
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being satisfied with the explanation of Thomas of Eccleston, who attributes
to Elias a haughty temperament which prevented him from submitting to
the orders of his superiors when they wished to stop him from maintaining a

certain rapport with the Poor Clares at San Damiano.to

Let me pass to the second problem: how much Elias contributed in
favoring or inhibiting the process of clericalization in the Order. In this case

the answer is sufEciendy clear. Elias had tried to maintain, in conditions that
were rapidly changing, fidelity to the teaching of Francis and to the
experience of the first community of friars which was not entirely lay, except
perhaps in the earliest days. The founder never wanted to see the Order
transformed into a clerical order." Elias, for example, did not oppose the
career of men who would later be his adversaries, as Albert of Pisa, and he
advances studies by designating the more capable and less prepared in
theology to take on the function of lectors in places which lacked them. He
had thus favored, for example, the circulation throughout the whole Order
of those English lectors, trained at the school of Oxford, who formed in
their turn many preachers in all the provinces." In this manner he prepared

the ground for the accentuation of the process of clericalization which was

clearly evident under the generalate of the Englishman Haymo of
Faversham (1240-+3), But, in the meantime, remaining faithful to the
dictates of the Rule, Elias continued-himself a lay friar-to wish that the
lay friars also would participate in the guidance of the Order. Many lay friars
continued to be accepted among the ranks of the Franciscans, to the great
irritation of men like Salimbene, who from the heights of their culture and

their higher social origins, saw in lay friars useless elements because they
were incapable of exercising the atra aniruarunt to which the Order owed its

toThomas of Eccleston, De adoentu,86; about this see Barone, Frate Elia, n.

127.

t'On the more or less lay nature of the primitive fraterniry see the recent

work of E. Borner, "Dei Priester der friihen franziskanischen Bruderschaft," in
Frazisk. Studien 70 (1988) 44-67 and A. Boni, "L'Ordine dei Frati Minori nella

clericaliti delle origini," in Antonianum, 64 (1989) 540-586.

t'Barone, Note ill'organizzazione, 64-65 and, 67, Berg, Arntut and

Wissenschaft, 104-118 and Barone, La legislazione, 221-222. On the connection

between study and clericalization see also M. Conti, "Lo sviluppo degli studi e la
clericalizzrzione dell'Ordine," in Antonianum 57 (1982) 32L-346.
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own survival and its special role in the Church." At least in this sense I do
not believe one can doubt the fact that Elias had been a true companion of
Francis, more faithful to his ideal than many of his detractors in the name of
the purity of the Order's origins.

There remains, finally, the third problem, that of the blessing of the
dying Francis that has recently attracted, after the research of Raoul
Manselli,'* the attention of Jacques Dalarun." According to Thomas of
Celano, Vita I, and the sources that depend on it, the blessing of Francis,
would have been directed first of all and, especially, to Elias. According to a

group of other sources, from the Legend.a antiqaa perusina to ttrose of the
"spirituals" of the )([V centurlzr the blessing had been directed to Bernard,
while in the Axus Francisci'o Elias was explicidy reiected by Francis who
prefers Bernard to him.

According to Manselli and, at the end of a long philological
discourse, also according to Dalarun, there were actually two blessings: one
for Elias as head the Order and one for Bernard as spiritual guide. In short,
Francis would have intuited the unhealable breach now present in the
Order, and he attempted to bring about an equilibrium with the two
blessings, one for the administrative power, one for the charismatic guide. I
confess that this interpretation was not convincing to me when proposed by
Manselli, and it continues to be unconvincing in the formulation given to it
by Dalarun.

The type of founder's blessing as it was well-analyzed by Dalarun
has a long tradition. It was already crystallized by the end of the fV century
in the Life of Martin by Sulpicius Severus." The holy founder says goodbye

to his community and, in the case that there is a designated successor, the

t'salimbene 
de Adam, Cronica, 14l-146.

t*R. Manselli, "L'ultima decisione di s. Francesco morente," in Bullettino

dell'Istituto Storico Italiano per il Medio Eao ed Archiaio Muratoriano 78 (1967) 137 -153.

'J. Dala.un, "La derniEre volont6 de saint FranEois," in Bullenino

dell'I*itato Storico ltaliano per il Med.io Eao ed Archiaio Muratoriano 94 (1988) 329-366.

tuFor the analysis of the sources one returns to Dalarun, "La derniBre

volunt6," 3+3-357.

tJ. Dal"run, "La mort des saints fondatuers. De Martin i Franqois," in les

fonctions des saints dans le monde occidental @f -Xf nick), Rome 1991,193-215.
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blessing goes naturally in the first place to him. This is the situation
described in the Vita 1 and is confirmed twenty years later in the ambiguous

sentence of Vita 11 in which Thomas, still maintaining that the first to be

blessed was the vicar (the name of Elias was not mentioned), he adds also

that this blessing was given to him as "vicar' and not personally as some

might have mistakenly considered it (axurpaait). In this strange formula I
believe that one should read a denial ofthose voices, spread perhaps by Elias

himself, certainly made by Frederick II, according to whom Elias was chosen

as the successor of Francis.tt

Celano's Vita II, written after the Chapter of Genoa (1244) had
requested all the friars to send in material at their disposal on the life, virtues

and miracles of Francis, continues to be silent about an eventual blessing of
Bernard, while it is known that Thomas of Celano had used part of the

material that Brother Leo and his companions had sent to the minister
general in obedience to his invitation.

Even in this case, naturally, we can never arrive at absolute

certainty: on one hand we have Thomas of Celano, the official biographer

but who was not present, or Bonaventure, the second official biographer,

who in his Legend.a Maior," sought to avoid every possible motive of dissent

in the Order and who would, for that reason, never have introduced a

problem so burning as that of the double blessing; on the other hand, we

have a group of texts, later, even if perhaps giving back in part to eye

witnesses whose ideological foundation is also quite evident, and in which

Bernard plays in every \ /ay the role of the spiritual head.u"

Finally, if one wishes to take a position and not proclaim one more

time the impossibility for the historian of knowing the whole truth, one can

only appeal to one's own idea of Francis. And, on my part, the hypothesis of

t'Barone, Frate Elia, 100-101.

t'On the value of attributes to the Legenila Maior this testimony on Elias see

Barone, Frat e Eli a, 13 3 - 13 413 13 413 413 4 and B erg, Eli as u on C ortorta, I | 5 .

u"By his eremetical choice, Bernard, in Clareno's work, (Cbronieon seu

Flistoria, 83) becomes the model for Angelo himself and his followers. A balance of
the Clarenian Spirituality can be read in G. Barone, Angel'o Clareno, in Storia d'ei santi

e della santiti. cristiana, VII, Milano 1991 (original edition, Histoire des saints et de h
sainteti chritienne,Paris 1986) 69-73 and in G. L. Potesti, Angelo Clareno. Dai poueri

eremiti ai Fraticelli,Roma 1990.
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a Francis of fusisi, who on his deathbed, accepted the idea that his brothers
could be divided among themselves into Marthas and Marys, as Dalarun
says, into men of action and men of contemplation, with points of reference
different and opposing, for me this hypothesis is too contrary to the desire
of the saint of fusisi who wished, above all, unity and fraternity, in the
strongest sense of these words, among his disciples.


